EDUCATE

Sean Butler gives helpful
tips on some of the more
mathematical challenges
so often faced with
landscape construction
projects
Have you ever had one of those moments
when you’re trying to work something out that
seems quite simple, but in reality, it’s a real head
scratcher? I had one such moment while
building a cone shaped (or polygon) roof to my
outdoor wood oven area.
Although you might not all be rushing to
build your first polygon roof, it may help you win
another job in the future knowing how to build
one similar to the African breeze hut roofs. The
easy part is forming the hip rafters as you can
see in the main image.
Now, in my simple way of thinking, I just had
to scribe in the small piece of timber (structural
ring king common run) that joins the hip rafters,
onto which the intermediate (jack rafters) would
sit. But, no, it’s not that straightforward. This is
the head scratching moment. I was determined
not to call my expert roofing/carpenter
brother-in-law but to work it out myself.
After about an hour I had a pile of cut wood,
absolutely no use for anything, one cut would
be right and the other out by a few millimetres, I
thought my head was going to explode in
frustration. The annoying small piece of wood I
needed had two angles on each side. A mitre
cut and a splay or tilt cut.
I researched on Google until eventually, I
came across a really clever guy (Matthias
Wandel) who had used a combination of
trigonometry to work out the algorithm for
angles when building polygons. Eureka!
The image below shows the equations to
get each mitre and tilt cut you require – you can
view this image in more detail at
www.woodgears.ca/miter.

MEASURE FOR MEASURE
Simple? No... so to explain the maths
simply, here goes:
The roof is an 8-sided polygon. Measure the
roof pitch using a bevel, transfer this to your
rafter square and it tells you the roof pitch, in
this case 28o. Using the calculations table
below, follow the table column across 28o and
down for an 8-sided polygon. The weekend
suddenly got a whole lot better, I have the
answers and I can get this all ready for my
daughter’s 18th in one week.

across the wood or paving and pick a number
that’s easily divisible by four, e.g. 12” so it
touches the other side of the wood or paving
(tangent point), then divide this by 4, marking
increments of e.g. 3”, 6”, 9” and hey presto it’s
divided by four quickly and easily.
Happy polygon roof building.

Another little trick I want to share with you to
speed up your time on site, is quick division
when cutting wood or anything equally. So,
when you want to cut a plank of wood or a
paving slab into equal widths, instead of getting
the mobile phone out and using your calculator,
try this method. Example: You want to divide it
by four. Hold your tape measure at an angle
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